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Abstract The Macroscopic Chemistry Method is a new DSMC approach to the calculation
of chemical reactons in rarefied flows. MCM uses all the information available in a DSMC
computation, to model the chemical reactions. It de-couples the reaction events (the replacement
of simulator particles representing one species with particles representing a different species) from
the collision calculations. The reaction rate is derived from the theoretical equilibrium reaction
rate, consistent with the mean energy (temperature) of all the simulator particles in a cell, and
is adjusted to account for the actual number of sufficiently high energy collisions which actually
occur, as the result of the non-equilibrium distribution of molecular velocities. Multi-temperature
reaction rates (e.g. Park’s model which accounts for vibrational-dissociation coupling) are easily
simulated. Unlike the standard total collision energy TCE method (a collision based chemistry
procedure) the MCM is not restricted to a particular approximate scattering model (the VHS
model) - on the contrary, any more realistic scattering law (and hence more realistic viscosity
law) can be used with MCM. MCM is generally as quick or slightly quicker than standard TCE in
steady flow simulations. MCM has been tested in unsteady simulations, but not compared yet for
computational efficiency with TCE, in that case. Because MCM can use any viscosity law, and
virtually any chemical reaction scheme used in a continuum CFD code it is much better suited
for use in hybrid DSMC/continuum solvers than the TCE method.
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Outline
• Introduction to simulation of rarefied flow (DSMC). Why molecular collision rate is important.
How it is estimated in simulation method.
• Advantages of Macroscopic chemistry method over standard collision based chemistry method
(TCE method)
• Collision based chemistry is difficult!
• A personal story about method and accuracy in DSMC
• Basic Macroscopic Chemistry method. e.g. nitrogen dissociation, oxygen dissociation
• Non-equilibrium reaction rates
• Exchange reactions, multi-species, multi-reactions
• Trace species - concentrations less than 1 simulator particle (!)
• Transient (unsteady) DSMC with macroscopic chemistry
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Monte-Carlo Simulation of Rarefied Gas Flows
• mean time between molecular collisions is comparable to flow time
• Distribution of molecular energies (velocities) is non-Boltzmann
• Gas is not a continuum, Navier-Stokes equations not adequate
• Motion and collisions of molecules must be considered
• DSMC is the standard numerical method: position and velocity stored on computer for
‘simulator molecules particles’ to represent gas
• Each ‘simulator particle’ represents F real molecules: F is a large!
• Motion of particles is deterministic, free-flight, short time ∆t
• Collisions are probabilistic: each simulator has chance of collision at end of time-step. ‘Typical
collisions’ between near neighbors. Collision model.
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Λ = distance between collisions
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Path of real molecules in real gas Path of simulator particles in simulator gas
• Similarity when [Λ/D]real gas = [Λ/D]simulator gas
i.e. when collisions/simulator particle/time = collision/real molecule/time
• Coll/molecule/time ∝ (Nm/V ) (RT )1/2 σ - depends on number density Nm/V .
• Number density (molecules/m3) estimated in simulation by FN/V .
– V = cell volume.
– Nm = FN number of molecules in real gas
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Advantages of macroscopic method over standard collision method
1. ‘Anything’ a continuum CFD code can do MCM/DSMC can do
2. Ideal for hybrid continuum/DSMC codes
3. Any reaction rates implemented directly, including multi-temperature rates
4. Collision scheme and reaction scheme can be chosen independently
5. Reverse (recombination) reactions – detailed balance – equilibrium
6. Trace (low concentration) species easily included
7. Large reaction sets
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Unsteady flow: A+M ↔ B +M , where M = A or B .
A model gas. Chemical potential B > A. Forward reaction requires energy RTa (J/kg).
Plane 2D flow. V 2/2RTa = 1.92. Unsteady, up to time V tmax/H = 10.
Total net reactions A→ B,
0 ≤ t ≤ tmax
Macroscopic Method
Total net reactions A→ B,
0 ≤ t ≤ tmax
Collision based
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Collision Chemistry (Mole fraction A) Macroscopic Chemistry (Mole fraction A)
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Collision based chemistry is difficult

average number of collisions
/particle/cell/time

= NV 〈gσ〉
gσ from collision cross-section
(viscosity/diffusion)
average number of reaction
collisions/particle/cell/time

= NV kf
kf not simply related to gσ
because gσ is approximate
Details of gσ have small effect on viscosity/diffusion, but possible large effect on kf .
Standard total collision energy (TCE) chemistry model based on VHS cross-section,
→ unrealistic reaction probabilities (negatives, infinities) to match Arrhenius reaction rates.
Choose better gσ (better viscosity) must re-derive steric factor. Not easy.
Choose better kf must re-derive steric factor. Not easy.
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Reaction rates
1. kf (T ) ∝ 1/T η exp (−θa/T )
2. kf (Tt, Tv) ∝ 1/T η exp

−θa/T

, where T = T 0.7t T
0.3
v (Park 1990)
3. kf (Tt, Tr, Tv) = . . . Semi-analytic (Macheret and Rich, 1993)
4. kf (Tr, ν) = exp
h
a0 +
P4
i=1 ai exp (−T/bi)
i
, ai =
P6
j=0 Yijν
j. Quantum chemistry
(de Silva et al. 2006)
• Standard TCE restricted to (1), Arrhenius
• Macroscopic Chemistry Method has been used with Park’s model (Lilley & Macrossan, RGD24,
2004)
• Numbers (3) and (4) seem possible with Macroscopic Method
• Number (4), by collision based method, would require quantum mechanical calculations for
each collision. Does not seem likely for some time
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Chemistry should be part of DSMC collision model??
• For my thesis (Macrossan 1983) I worked with ‘realistic’ scattering (Morse potential) and
rotational relaxation in DSMC. Rotational collision number for nitrogen increases with
temperature (experimental fact).
• Hence fraction of rotational energy exchanged in each collision should decrease with the
collision energy (a measure of ‘temperature’).
• ‘Restricted exchange’ version of Borgnakke-Larsen (Pullin & Harvey, Davis et al.) – fractional
exchange, a function of collision speed. Some problems, but resolved by Pullin (1978).
• In 1994, was surprised to see Pullin’s method not used - Bird (1994) made rotational exchange
a binary decision: exchange/no exchange of rotational energy with probability a function of
(time averaged) cell temperature - Seemed too easy! Not a proper collision model!
• But DSMC is not molecular dynamics! Extra complexity of Morse potential/Pullin’s exchange
model not justified? Cell samples are collected in standard DSMC - macroscopic information
is available. Why not use all information we have?
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How important are the details?
Rotational relaxation, de-coupled method (Lilley & Macrossan, RGD25, 2006).
• Calculate average rotational energy ²r and translational thermal energy ²t in cell
• Calculate new average rotational energy from d²r/dt = (2²t/3− ²r) /τ
• Change all rot. energies and all trans. thermal velocities to reflect new values of ²r and ²t.
• Can it work in highly non-equilibrium flows? Test says it does work -
Shock structure in N2 (vs. x/λ1). Mach 1.7 (left), Mach 10 (right).
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Macroscopic Chemistry
Why not treat chemistry the way a continuum CFD code would?
Collision calculation decoupled from the reaction calculation. At each step
1. Collisions (no reactions) by any scattering model
2. Calculate required change ∆Nj in number of particles of each species j
• Information from all particles in cell: average energy (i.e. temperatures), number densities
• i.e. not restricted to information from colliding particles only
3. Create/destroy particles in cell to reflect required new values Nj +∆Nj
• preserve momentum and kinetic energy, as particles replaced by new particles
4. Distribute change in chemical potential energy over all thermal velocities
Macroscopic information, instantaneous or time-averaged (i.e. temperature from usual flow
samples). Often slightly faster than standard collision based method (e.g. 97% TCE, Lilley &
Macrossan, RGD25, 2006)
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N2 + N2 ↔ N + N + N2 [a] kforward,a, kreverse,a
N2 + N ↔ N + N + N [b] kforward,b, kreverse,b
• Calculate the reaction rates from macroscopic information - e.g. from cell temperature(s),
and number density of N2 and N .
• Calculate net change ∆N2 in number of N2 particles (both reactions, forward and reverse)
• Create/destroy particles in cell. Conserve kinetic energy, momentum and location.
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translational energy
(= rot. + vib. energy)
w
N2
rot. + vib. energy
location (position) of new atoms =
location of old molecule
or
location of new molecule =
location of center of mass of old atoms
CENTER OF MASS REFERENCE FRAME
Forward→ (dissociation)
Reverse← (recombination)
• Change in chemical potential energy: add or subtract from all thermal velocities in cell
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Macroscopic Chemistry compared with TCE
Nitrogen dissociation. Lilley & Macrossan, Phys. Fluid, 2004
x/λ1 x/λ1
Mach 20 normal shock Behind normal shock, density profile
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Oxygen dissociation; axisymmetric flow
Oxygen dissociation. Lilley & Macrossan, RGD25, 2006
Geometry, flow conditions Dissciation fraction
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Non-equilibrium reaction rate
At each time step
• Count the number of sufficiently high energy collisions which actually occur.
• Compare this with the expected number of sufficiently high energy collisions for the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution (with T = kinetic temperature).
• Adjust reaction rate in proportion.
kf ≈ k∗f×
Actual collision rate of pairs with Ec > Ea
Equilbrium collision rate of pairs with Ec > Ea
(DSMC collision rate)
(Theor. collision rate)
• k∗f is equilibrium reaction rate (experiment or theory) for given temperature.
• In practice, the adjustment is often small (a few percent).
• Assumes steric factor (probability of reaction given Ec > Ea) is independent of distribution
of collision energy. Therefore steric factor provided by equilibrium reaction rate.
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Exchange reactions
CO2 + M ↔ CO + O + M [a]
CO + M ↔ C + O + M [b]
O2 + M ↔ O + O + M [c]
CO2 + O ↔ O2 + CO [d]
CO + CO ↔ CO2 + C [e]
CO + O ↔ O2 + C [f ]
Exchange reactions equivalent to dissociation and recombination, e.g.
CO2 +O → CO +O +O → CO +O2
Track required number of dissociations CO2, CO and O2 only.
Example: suppose each reaction [a] - [f] proceeds 1 ‘unit’ in one ∆t
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Reaction a b c d e f Net ‘events’
∆CO2 -1 0 0 -1 1 0 -1 (dissociation)
∆CO 0 -1 0 0 -1 -1 -3 (dissociation)
∆O2 0 0 -1 1 0 1 1 (recombination)
• delete 1× CO2 particle→ create 1× CO and 1×O particles in cell
• delete 3× CO particles→ create 3×O particles and 3× C in cell
• delete 1×O and 1×O particles→ create 1×O2 particle in cell
• Result: all reactions accounted for – final numbers of C and O are correct
• Adjust all thermal velocities in cell (i.e. distribute chemical potential energy)
What about fractional values of ∆CO2, ∆CO and ∆O2?
• Similar to fractional collisions in DSMC. Keep track of ∆’s in each cell. Accumulate until
integer value reached (Lilley & Macrossan, 2004)
• Use fractional values when computing number densities and reaction rates (Goldsworthy,
Macrossan & Abdel-jawad, 2007). Accounts for species with no particle in cell! Trace species.
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• Reservoir, Martian atmosphere (8 species, 14 exchange reactions). Initial T = 10, 000 K.
• C appears as CO dissociates. 1 particle appears at ≈ 10τ∞ (left graph 104 particles)
• Right graph. C in form of ∆CO < 1. Fractional C alters reaction rates, which are
now correct (solid lines). 100 particles only! Similar for O (Goldsworthy, Macrossan &
Abdel-jawad, 2007). Collison based chemistry cannot do reactions for missing particles!
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Transport of trace species
Distribute ∆’s over all particles in cell. Particles move to carry ∆’s (unfinished reactions) to
new cells. Convection basically correct but diffusion is approximate. Can be very good!
Quasi 1D expansion. Solid lines:
benchmark calculation 4×106 particles
(no trace species)
Symbols: 4× 104 particles.
Left: no trace species procedure.
Right: with trace species in reaction
rates and transported
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Macroscopic information in DSMC
Objection: DSMC should not use macroscopic information? DSMC is a particle simulation
method - it should use particle information only.
• However, DSMC must use macroscopic information – DSMC is not deterministic molecular
dynamics – DSMC does not track every molecule to detect ‘contact’ (collisions).
• DSMC uses macroscopic number density to set the collision rate (coll/particle/time).
• Number of collision selections, proportional number of collisions (see code Bird 1994):
Nsel =
1
2
N
 
FN
V
!
[gσ]max∆t. Note:
FN
V
= Macroscopic number density
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New collision rate procedure. Bird (2007), Sante Fe
• Time-averaged collision rate depends on
NN = N N
• For unsteady flows N not available, but collision rate must depend on good estimate of
macroscopic number density
• Bird (2007): NN replaced with N (N − 1), instantaneous values, as general procedure for
steady and unsteady flows
• Works because, if N (t) is Poisson distributed, then
N (N − 1) = N N
• See tests by Garcia (2007) - not clear this is good for all values of N . Use of NN seems
safer for steady flows. In either case, macroscopic number density is required.
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Macroscopic method in transient flows
• Time-averaged temperature not available. Must use instantaneous value of Tkin in each cell,
each time-step.
• Time averaged number density N/V not available. Thus ...
• We do the same for reaction rates as for collision rate. e.g.: A+M ↔ B +M .
∆NA =
F
2
[kb,BNB (NB − 1)− kf,ANA (NA − 1) + 2 (kb,A − kf,B)NANB]
∆t
V
• Collisions and chemistry could require twice as much CPU as TCE (temperature calculation
each step and complicated rate expressions that TCE cannot do). Some possibilities for
short-cuts (e.g. cell temperature could be estimated during collision selection and testing).
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Collision Chemistry (Mole fraction A) Macroscopic Chemistry (Mole fraction A)
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Conclusions
• DSMC uses some macroscopic information, why not use any available macroscopic
information?
• Both TCE (collision based) and MCM (macroscopic based) produce same (specified) reaction
rate at equilibrium (less scatter for MCM because it relies on average energy of all particles,
not just those particles selected for collision?)
• Both methods depend on actual frequency of high energy collisions, arising from non-
equilibrium velocity distribution (through the collision selection procedure)
• TCE relies on ad hoc probability of reaction for high energy collision pairs – steric factor
chosen for reasons of mathematical tractability, not physics.
• MCM assumes only that steric factor is the same at equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions
– a single collision is not affected by velocity of all other particles in cell – there is no reason
to assume otherwise.
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Advantages of macroscopic method
1. ‘Anything’ a continuum CFD code can do→ MCM/DSMC can do
2. Ideal for hybrid continuum/DSMC codes
3. Any reaction rates implemented directly, including multi-temperature rates
4. Collision scheme and reaction scheme can be chosen independently
5. Reverse (recombination) reactions – detailed balance – equilibrium
6. No more expensive than TCE in steady flows. Not prohibitively expensive in unsteady flows.
7. Trace (low concentration) species easily included. Much faster than TCE for same accuracy.
8. Large reaction sets
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